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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND THE METHOD

A serious concern of many Protestant churches today is
their failure to ~nlist a large proportion of their adult

members in group Bible studyo

One such church body is The

Lutheran Church--Missouri Synodo · As will presently be
shown, this denomination has vigorously promoted adult Bible
study over the last decade and a half, but there remains a
continued resistance by the adult membership to participation
in Bible classeso
The present project was designed . to uncover some factors

which show a relationship to this resistance to group Bible
study by members of The Lutheran Church--~ssouri Synod.

A

series of interviews with Bible class teachers, Bible class
attenders, other church members, and pastors of Missouri
Synod churches in the St. Louis, Missouri, area provided
the data for this study.

This data was examined in the

light of other studies directly and indirectly related to
the problem.
The present chapter endeavors to highlight more sharply
the problem as it relates to !'he Lutheran Church--Misaouri
Synod.

lt traces the development of the adult Bible class

2

m:>vement in the church body up to the present time and notes
a number of possible factors cited by a previous survey.
Following this is a detailed explanation of the method used
in obtaining the data for this study.

Chapters two, three,

and four report the findings of the interviews~ and this
da·ta is discussed and evaluated in Chapter five.

Chapter

six sums up the report.
The Adult Bible Class Movement. in The

Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod
Lutheran and Reformed leaders of the 16th Century
Reformation rarely, if ever1 used t he term "adult education."
But it is clear t.11at they regarded the Christian education
of adults as central to the purposes of the Reformation. 1

However, other than the worship service, agencies for
carrying out adult education in Lutheran churches appear to
have been few.

one such agency which found favor in American Lutheran
Church circles of the mid-nineteenth century was Christenlehre.

All confirmed members, regardless of their age or

lDavid J. Ernsberger; A Philosophy of Adult Christian
Education (Philadelphia• 'l'he Westminster Press, 1959), p. 4S.

3

sex, \'18re included in this activity.
to review the Catechisma2

Its prime purpose was

By the 1S80'a, however, the

popularity of the Christenlehre had begun to wane,3 and it
appears to have changed in charac~er and become primarily
an activity for children of the congrGgation, the adults
participating only in a rather passive waya4
Church publications also were intended to serve as
media for educating the adults of the churc.~, but the intent
seems to have been to spealt to adults primarily in their
role as parentso

One of the announced goals of the

Schulblatt, for example, was to serve as a family magazine
offering help to parents.s
In the earlier days of its existence, some congregations
of 'l'he Evangelical Lutheran synod of Missouri f Ohio and
Other states carried on Bible study through Bibelstunden,

2Arthur c. Repp, editor, one Hundred Years of Christian
Education. Fourth Yearbook of the Lutheran Education Association (River Forest, Illinois• Lutheran Education Association,
1947), p. 105.
3Ibid.

4 Parish Education," Lutheran CVclopedia, edited by
Erwin L. Lueker (st. Louisa Concordia Publishing Bouse,
1954), P• 784.
11

5aepp, -2P• cit., P• 107.

4

These were devotional services in which longer sections of
the Bible were explained by the pastor.
The

adult Bible class gradually can1e into use in the

Missouri Synod during the twentiet..1-i century.

The church

body began to produce its own Bible study materials in

1912.

6

But group Bible study by adults has never been

received with wholehearted acceptance in most Luth0ran

circles in spite of strong Synodical encouragementn
The sy110d ·took note of the importance of group Bible
study in its 1941, 19440 and 1947 conventions and encouraged
its congregations to employ this agenc,.1 .. 7

'l1he 1944

Convention created the office of the Secretary of Adult
&ducation, 8 a.i,d the Synod's Board for Parish Education and
its. Board for Young People ' s Woz-lt met in January, 1945,

together with representatives

of

the Walther League and

Concordia Publishing House to survey the field of Bible

6 "Bible Study,

11

Lutheran s;vclopedia, p. 112.

7'the Ev. Lutheran Synod of MissourJ., Ohio. and Other
States, Proceedings of the 'l'hirty-Biqhth Regular Convention
of the Ev, Lutheran Synod of Missouri, Ohio, and

Other

states Assembled at Port wavne, Xndiana, June 18-27, 1941.
pp. 147, 149 (Hereafter, all synodical proceedings will be
referred to in this forms Mo. Synod, Proceedings, 1941,
PP• 141, 149.)1 Mo. synod, Proceedings, 1944, pp. 129, 1341
Mo. synod, Proceedinga, 1947, pp. 313-14.

aMo. synod,

Proceedings, 1947, p. 219.

5

study and to determine whether coordination of effort in
the publication of materials might be achieved. 9
This group appointed a Committee on Bible Classes "with

instructions to study objectives and mater1·a 1s, undertake
necessary research, and submit a report in due time. 0

10

It

used a questionnaire to obtain much of its information.
This Committee on Bible Classes met regularly during 1945

and 1946.

A summary of its findings is of interest for the

picture it affords of the Bible class situation at this time:
A fairly accurate picture of the Bible-class situation
was obtained by means of the questionnaire. The
general complaint of respondents was that of an
indifference so deeply rooted as to discourage effort
and planning. Various causes ·were said to account for
the indifference of the lai~y. The Bible-class idea
is relatively recent. People are unwilling to enroll
because they have not been trained to attend Bible
classes. Confirmation is usually regarded as graduation from the formal educational program of the
congregation. Everywhere the either-or policy prevails:
church members think they are free to choose between
the Sunday school and the church service: they feel no
obligation to attend both. Some believe that by
emphasizing Catechism and Bible History we have given
the Bible a secondary place in the thinking of our
people. Laymen are ±ndifferent because they are
ignorant of the contents of the Book. The language of
our version is said to be an obstacle to Bible study.
Many leaders are not equipped to make the Bible a

9w.s1., pp. 3.03-04.

10.ll!!!i·, p. 304.
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f ascinating book to the people.

We have neglected to

train laymen for Bible class teaching. Pastors have
in many cases failGd to utilize meetings of organizat ions for Bible study. All these factors contribute
to a Bi b le-class si t.u<). 'cio.n wi"lich is truly alarming .11
What ·was meant by "ala:i::ming" can b e soon from the

Bo arc1 for Parish Education's Repo:r"t to thE.l 1953 Convention,
which stated::

"!n 19.!1,6 about 6.8 p ~r cen t of our communicant

member s •,, ;ere reported a s being i n Bible c lasses ...12
this i nciude d communicant.

n1einb0rs

of all ages,

W.'.:l

Since

may assurue

tba t. a large po::t:.ion of t..'1i s 6 • 8 .par c erri: were of high

Since t..~e calling of Dr o Oscar Feucht as Secretary of
Adult Education in ,January , 1946, adult Bible classes have
receb10d vigoroi1s promotion i:.1. the Missou?'i synod o

The

synod c a lled the Rev. Robert Heyer as Editor of Adult Bible
Class r-'l aterials i n 1954· • 13

Progra.n,

11

A "Centennial Bible Study

initiated by the Board for Parish Education in

J.libid.
12Mo. Synod, Proceedings, 1953, P• 276.

13nonald L. Deffner, editor, Toward Adult Christian
Ed:ggation: A Symposium, Nineteenth Yearbook of the Lutheran
Education Association (River Porest, Illinois: Lutheran
Education Association, 1962), P• a.
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1947,14 a "Bible Study Advance" (1951-1953),15 and the
"Train Two" Pro9ran1 (1959-) 16 have been major promotional
efforts in recen~ decadeso

This promotion has not been fruitless.

Table 1

indicates the gain in Bible class enrollment from 1948

through 1961.· But it is significant t hat greatest advances
in enrollment occurred in t he wake of Ule programs mentioned
in the previous paragraph.

Also to be noted is that wi t.ll

t...lie e..""<c:ept.ion of 1940 the rate of gain in communicant

members has consistently been higher than ·c.\..te rate of gain
in Bible c!ass members.

The Present state of Adult Group Bible Study
:In 1961 there were 7,852 in "senior Bible classes"
(18 to 24 year age group), 90,595 in Sunday nv:>rning Bible

classes that were completely made up of adults, 34,343 in
weekday Bible classes (of which 21,783 attended weekly).

14 Bible study,"
11

Lutheran Cyc:lopedia,

1sMo. synod, Proceedings,

1953,

P• 112.

pp. 21&-11.

16The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, Reports and
Menprials, l'orty-Fifth Regular Convention, !'he Lutheran
Q)urch--Misaouri smod, c1e;veland, ohio, June 20-30, 1962,
pp. 194-95.
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TABLE 1
GAIN IN BIBLE CLASS ENROLLC<iE~lT 1948 - 1961*
Year .£Omo t4embez- Gain

Bible Class Gain

1948

28,256

31,500

19t!i9

32,812

19SO

Percent of Gain
SJl:nod Bibl~ Class
2.6%

2.8%

8,018

2.9

0.7

29,656

9,817

2o5

0.8

1951

31,403

10,130

2.6

008

1952

34,068

11,264

208

0.9

1953

38,312

2'7, 054:

3.0

2.1

1954,

36,603

5,305

2.8

0.4

1955

38,059

9,313

208

0.7

19 5G

41,376

7,294

3.0

0.5

1957

43,582

6 ,279

3.0

0.4

1958

47,921

lG,155

3.2

1.1

19S9

40,888

7,265

2.7

o.s

1960

53,247

9,129

3.4

0.6

1961

59,496

15,747

306

1.0

--

•sou·r cea Oscar B. Feucht, Forward in Bible Studya A
Manual of Resources for the Bible Study Advance 1959 to 1962
(st. Louisa The Board of Parish Education, The Lutheran
Church--Missouri Synod, n.d.), p. 651 and "Interpretation of
the 1961 District Bible Class Statistics," Board of Parish
Education Bulletin Number 154. (st. Louisa Board of Parish
Education of The Lutheran Church-~Missouri synod, June, 1962.),
p. 30.

9

Thus at the most a total of 169,284 were enrolled as members
of some kind of Bible study group.
From 1957 through 1960 Junior confirmands totaled
129,103.

17

By subtracting this number from the 1961 total

communicant membership (1,631,137)18 we may assume that
there were approximately 1,502,034 com.'tlllnicant members
above the age of 18 in 1961 ..

Accordingly, we may safely

say that at the most ll.3 per cent of the Missouri synod
adult communicants were enrolled in a Bible class.
of course, the figure is a bit lower

goodly number of those attending

11

tl1Q.\~

Actually,

this since a

mixed" classes were under

18 years of age.
It should be pointed out that there were 95,565
teachers and officers in the Sunday church schools of the
synod in 1961. 19

Many, if not most of these, may have

attended a teachers• meeting which involved considerable
direct study of the Scriptures.

However, even assuming

17'1'he Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, §ineteen Sixtythe Lutheran Church--Misaouri
Synod, compiled by Armin Schroeder and Cecil E. Pike

one

Statistical Yearbook of

(st. Louie, Concordia Publishing Bouse, 1962), P• 276.
18Ibid.
191bid., P• 277.

10

that all of these teachers w~re over 18 year.s of age and
t hat all a ttended staff meetings, the num.~ez of ad~lts in
x·egv.l a :;:- Bib le class~c of some k i nd was still only 264,849

I t can be seen from t h e s e figures t h a t despi te the
i~1c rea se in Bi ble c la:::.s enrollment {65 , ,:;;_'.} fo:r all ages in

1945 20 to 251,820 in 196l.21) the .ce~ated 'Q:ging of Synod
't.:11.a't its mew.hers participat:e ;;.n gxoup Bible study met with
coirlside ra.bJ.e resistance.

Dro Oscar E. Feucht,

Secretary

o f Adult Education, commenting on the suggestion of t£~e
1959 s ynodical Convention that Bible class gains each year

should e~al or exceed gains in communicant members, wrotez
If \rre were to graph a comparison between our communicant membership and Bible class enrollment (one line
showing couu"Uunicant membership and the other line
showing Bible cluss membership) the lines would grow
farther and farther apart based on the present rate
of growtho By means of t.1-iis new goal -we hope under
God to reverse this trend.22

20oscar E. Feucht, Forward in Bible Study: A Manual
of Resources for the Bible Study Advance 1959 to 1962. (st.
Louis: The Board of Parish Education, The Lutheran Church-Missouri synod, n.d.), p. 6.
21 Interpretation ~f the 1961 District Bible Class
11

statistics," Board of Parish Education
(June, 1962), p. 39.
22paucht, .)ss •

Bulletin Bo, 154

.sll•

I
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This situation appears to be at variance with The
Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod's emphasis on the importance
of the Gospel oi Jesus Christ as the principle means by
which the Spirit of God not only regenerates but also
sanctifies the life of the Christian. 2 3

Missouri Synod

people consider the canonical books of the Old and Na~

Testaments to be the Word of God in a very special sense . 24
We might logically expect members of this synod especially
to welcome and avail themselves of the opportunity to
study the Bible with fellow Christians.
That most adults do not attend a Bible class of one
kind or another does not mean, of course, that they are not
using the means of grace.

As this study will show, the

majority of Lu·therans consider the hearing of the Word in
the Sunday morning worship service to be of prime importance.
Many engage in family and personal devotions.

Contact with

the Word takes place at ~hurch organizational meetings and
functions.

But it is still true that the Bible class

(either on Sunday morning or at other times during the week)
offers a unique opportunity for Christiana to participate

23"Means of Grace," Lutheran Cyclopedia, pp .. 424-25.
24A11an Bart Jahamann,

What;'s Lut;heran in §ducatiop?

(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing Bouse, 1960), pp. 48-49.
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in the study of this Word.

Why is it then that so few

avail t.hell'.selves of this opportu."'lity?
~reas to Be Investigated
Some of the p~ssible reas c ns why most adult members

of The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod fail to attend group
Bible study irere advanced in the 1946 report. of the

Committee on Bible Classes cited above.25

In personal

conferences with 19 district adult education leaders Dr.
Feucht more recently made the following analysis of the
underlying causes for low participation in Bi~le study:
An,

analysis • • • revealed the followi119 seventeen

factors:
(1) Confirmation complex, (2) abrupt change
of program and method after confirmation. (3)
inadequate preparation of children, (4) lack of good
eJtample by parents and adults. (5) inadequate Bible
class aims (l'"...nowledge only), (6) interest for ongoing
learning stifled, (7) our theological traditions, (8)
failure to recognize the difference between worship
and learning, (9).limitation of the concept of the ·
priesthood of all believers, (10) Lutheran quietism,
(11) fragmentary use of Scripture, (12) lack of direct
Bible study. (13) lacl~ of Christ-centered life-related
teaching, (14) lack o~ qualified teachers, (15)
"education is for children," (16) churc:hism, making
the church and church going an end instead of a meau&.
and (17) the tempo of our time~.26

2Ssupra, · pp. 5-6.
26 Peucht, 9R.. £!Jr.• , P • 7 •
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The present study, from an entirely different and
independent approach, attempts to see which of these
seventeen factors are most significant and uncovers others
which appear to af~ect the life and growth of adult group
Bible stu6.y i n t·,)..-.' Missouri Synod.
Areas -t.o be investigated include: (1) Reasons given

by various groups for attendance and non-attendance at

group Bible study; (2) Concepts of the teacher and pupil
roles in Bible class: (3) Personal factors (bacltground,
values , habits) ·which may bear on Bible class at.tendance;

(4) Physical and administrative factors.

The Method
In carrying out this study the researcher decided to
question a sampling of four different types of people: (l)
Those who attend Bible class, (2) good church members who
do n~t attend Bible class [hereafter referred to as "nonattenders':], (3) Bible class ·teachers, and (4) pastors.

The interview technique was employed rather than a simple
questionnaire for the following reasons:
1.

Interviewees might more readily provide personal

and confidential information to an interviewer in an oral
connunication than they would if required to put the

14

information down in writing.

This seemed especially true

~or this study because a number of questions could have
been answered in a way critical of members of one's own

congregation.
2.

The intervlewer would hava an opportunity to draw

out an answer from an interviewee when he seemed reluctant
·to answer.

(It is usually easier to leave blan1< a space on

a questionnaire than to ignore a direct oral question.)

3.

·rhe interview method would allow the researcher

to follow up leads and to take advantage of small clues.
4.

The intervi~er would be able to clarify his

questions when the interviewee's answer migh~ sh~~ that he
misunderstood.

s. The

interviewGr would have an opportunity to

assess the attitudes of the interviewee and sometimes might

"read between the lines" things not said in words (nuances,
facial expression, pauses, etc.) • .

6.

Finally, the use of the interview technique would

guarantee a 100 per cent return, an essential requirement
since the sampling was not large.

To insure asking each interviewee the same questions
in approximately the same way, the researcher drew up an
instrument designed to provide data in the

area•

under

15

investigation.

It served only as a guide to the interviewer.

Interviewees ·did not see tbe ques tions .

This questior.naire

is included in the Appendix.
Some questions were asked of Bible class a t tenders

only.

Others wer e add."l;:'essed only to non-·a t ·;;enders or to

teachers or pastors or combi nations of 1:h eae g roups .

;~veryonc~ was a sked t.h e l ast question .

!nterv:lews were car ried out ove r. a period of t hree
months from Octob e r. 1 : 1 962 to January 1, 1963 .

Thir.·ty

people i n each of t he four categories ment ioned were
interv iewed to obtain the da ta.

In a ll, this made 115

interv im-1s because five of t he pastors were a lso serving
as Bible cla ss teachers.

All interviewees were mf'.mbers of

Missouri Synod churches of the St. Louis area.

The Bible

class teachers and attenders wer.e selected from churches
deliberately chosen to give · as broad a spectrum of ti,pes
as possible n

Two of the congregations were older churches

in changing urban areas.

Four might be considered to be

in stable urban neighborhoods, and four were in suburban
areas.

One ·of the churches in the latter group was a

small mission congregation, not yet financially independent.

Pinally, one congregation was undergoing transition from a
rural to a suburban church.

Pastors and non-attenders came

from these and 13 other churches in the area.

16

The researcher acquired the names of the Bible class
teachers and non-attenders from the pastors of the churches
involved.

In the case of the non-attenders he specifically

asked for names of "good church members who do not attend
a Bible class • "

The term "good church member.. is ambiguous,

but the request was made in just this way because the
"good church member" would be the person more likely t.o

attend Bible class.

Thus, by questioning him, the

researcher hoped to get at basic obstacles.

To get names

of Bible class members the r~searcher asked each Bible
class teacher for the name of one member of his class who
"fairly well represents the thinking of the class."

The study was limited to classes of the adult and
young adult levels, i.e., to members of classes over 18
years of age.

Seven of the classes were made up of members

of all ages (over age 18), one was composed mainly ~f people

in the 18-to-25-year-old age bracket, two mainly of adults
aged.18 to 55, 13 of adults aged 25 to 55, six classes in
which most of the members fell into the 25-plus category,
and one in which all members were 56 years of age or older.
TWenty-eight of the claa•e• were made up of- DOth men and
women.

one was predominantly female, another mainly male.

Average attendance at Bible clua of the 30 attender•

17

during the three month period prior to the interview was
90.3 per cent.

The interviews were conducted in private except for an

occasional third person from the family of the interviewee.
This was unavoidable because most interviews were held in
the homes of the intervi8'dees.

This was done for the

convenience of the interviewee and as much as possible to
put him at ease during the intervi~,.
In the case of attenders, non-attenders, and lay Bible

class teachers the researcher did not introduce himself as
a ~~nister lest this have ~ome effect on the way certain

questions might be answered.

However, when questioned

regarding the purpose of the interviews (usually after the
interviews were completed), the intervia~er freely
explained his position and the purpose of the study.
All interv-iewees were assured that their answers would

be kept completely anonymous and that there were no right

or wrong answers to the questions the interviewer would
ask.

He told them he just wanted to know how they •really

felt about some things."
Most of those approached were happy to cooperate.
Only three people (two Bible-class attenders and one nonattender) refused to grant an interview.

In each case

18

substitute names were provided by the pastor or teacher who
had suggested the original name.
It is apparent 'that. a t-leal..ness in the project lies in
t.he method by which the sampling of attenders was selected.
We may assume that .a Bible class teacher would be likely to
suggest the name of a member who general ly approved of his
pr ocedures
11

in

conducting the class rather than the truly

average" member.

Likewise, pas·t ors were more li1tely to

suggest naines of non-attenders less critical of the
congregation's program than some others may have been.

on the other hand, the method of rasearch followed in
this project perrrdts us to see hew different types of
individuals anS'i.~er identical questions.

From this data we

hope to reach some tentative conslusions which may later
be used as a platform to launch future research.

CHAPTER I I

REASONS ADVANCED FOR ATTENDAHCE AllD NON-ATTENDANCE

The first question of the survey was designed to shed
light on the most significant factors in attracting adults
to Bible class.
Bible class?"

"What started you coming to your present
Bible class attenders were asked.

A complete

compilation< of their answers is listed in Table 2.

It

s hat~s that the most influential factor was the presence of
another me~1ber of the family in the Sunday school.
J:n ll of the 30 cases, children attending Sunday
school at the time of the Bible class, a wife teaching in
the Sunday school, or a wife or husband also attending the
Bible class were cited as the dominant factors in getting
started in Bible class.

'l'Wo of the attenders who gave

"children in the Sunday school" as their reason for first
attending Bible class also said that a Sunday school worker
had suggested the Bible class to them.

Hence, it is

possible to interpret this comment as belonging to the
category labled "Invitation by a Sunday school worker.•
However, it is doubtful that these individuals would have
attended had their children not been attending Sunday
school at the time.

I

\
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.

Ch ildren. in ::;h.mday school or wifG teach:i.ng

-! n;terest.
-

i !l Sl:l'bjec"C

'·J~st: f.:elt like

Wife

OS:

-----·-., .,.....
)'

4

____
.

-

3

..

l'U..\Sba..~d atter.1ding

---·-·
!nvii:a·,.io:n

-

t,y

3

-

i,:asto~

3

-

Desire f:o~ spirit.ual growth .
Nevez

8

.

. -..i.----~
stopped Sunday school

-

Invitation by 1.,arish

-

·---

_,_

,;;•1 0r.i~er

~
- -~

2

2

1

!nvitation !7:t Sunday school 'i.,\:n:!,er

!

Invitation by fric11d

1

Lil~e=d teacher

·-

-

Every :nember vis itation inviting

l
i'\le

to attend

l

-
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Later in the intervie\t.r (Question 42) the attenders
we re a s1ced why they attended Bible class at the present

time.

A ·tabulation of thair answers appears in Table 3.

(As in many of the tabulations whi ch folla-111, the reader
will note that. the 'l:.ot.al number of answers given is far

h igher than the numbe r of people questi oned .

This is because

many gave more t han one answer.)
Significant in the a nswers to this question are the
high number of anS\1ers which ;4n~...icate that a g:;;~h in

factual k nctrledge ~ e ither of Bible content. or of the

·teach ing of on e's church, was the prl me reason for attending.

I n all, ~.9 of t.he 30 or. 63 per cent, of the attenders
atated they t·rere going to Bible class to broaden their

knCMledge in some way.
1mother point wor'th noting is that although five

found Bible class a source of help for witnessing, only two
gave as a reason for attending that they look upon the
Bible class itself as an opportunity for serving fellow

Christians.

(One of these gave the answer: "To witness to

my fellow Cllristians," and one of those included under
"Chance to .discuss faith" indicated that he saw this to be
as much a way of helping others as of getting help for

himself.)

Two other answers revealed a desire to use the
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TABLE 3

. P..EAOONS GIVEN B!f ATTEi.IDims FOR }?RESENT
l?i.'.\RT!CI~l-\TI OM Il'S BIBLE Ciu.~SS

------ -

-

Desire to Jmo1:1 Sc~ip-c,.u:es ~ttex-

---·
Enjoy

-

it

Desire t o

---·

9

.
2'-i.ii..OW

--

more a:'JOUt i"ai·~

-

Ge'i:: spiritual help
.____

Help for

-

12

-

7

-

6

--·
,.,i tness:i..rig

G;"
:,

Chance to discuss faith

4

Duty

3

Have t c wait for ot:hers in $u..riday school

2

Strengthen fait.11

2

l.

Get

help for f e mily \'J'orship

Prepare for

'v10?:Ship

-

1
l

Witness to others

1

Like ~e teacher

1

Resolve differences of opinions on matters
of faith \-Jith f'JY ,11ife

l

Growth in love of Christ

l
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knowl edge or spiritual growt h acquired in Bible c lass f or
t.he bcz2efit o f fe l l ow Christians.

Ques tion ~is asked non- attenders , past.ors a nd Bibl e
clas s teachers: '' Wb.y do you think those i:1ho a t.te41.d Blble
class do so?"

Their an&'lers are reported in Table 4. It

will be noted ·that all groups regar~ed the acgl1isition of

Bible knowledge and doct~ine a s being the chief reason .

Pastors ' ilnswe:rs to Question 39 of the interview also
u nder lined their understanding of "the Bible c las s a s
p r imaril:/ an agency f or :!.ncr easing ·the kncwliedga of those

who a t tend.

The ques tion, "What do you c onsi der t o b e t he

ma:tn pur pose o f Bi ble c l ass?" was c n&..te r ed i n the ways
list.ea i n Tab l e 5.
0

Gr0\'1'l:.h

" Better understanding of t he Bibl e ,"

i n Chris t ian k ncra ledge," a nd "To shaw what are the

fruits o f Christian lif€" were g i ve n a s a nswers 22 times.
Only one of the pas tors answered in a way which indica·ted

that he vi ~:wwed the Bible class as a means of engaging
members i n mutual upbuilding of the fai th.

.

However, i n

f airness it should be stated t hat ~Y of the answers did
not rule out such an understanding.
A slightly

different q\.testion (Question 41) was

designed to dis cover how impor tant pastors consider the
Bible cla ss to be in carrying ·out their

O'#ln

work .

Table 6
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r~ASONS G!V!ill.i .m r NOt!-A".PTEW)1!."'R$, TmACtll!":RS, ~ PASTORS
POR A1''T&IDAl'!CB Or? I~JUJLE (.'LASS £.'ll~~ERS
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--· -

•"

---

ft.I

~
~
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I

~

tl.)

-.\J

0 "3

~~

Dosire ~o learn n1.0re of Bible or doct:rine
D(.)sire to
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Sundav sehool)
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, Chance ~ as!t ~e~t.ions
'tP~:'l ,:'i!et. somethil1g_ out of it':
Habit

Desire

00

-

interest
Guidance for Chris-t;ian livinc1
Thev lilte to discuss
Pressure 1:.2_ attend
Hel-P :lor sniri-tual Problems
ExDrass love for Goo

(!)

'6n,

""
!~
(.')
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14

3
3

!l
6
6
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-----P"

s..
0

s

tim.e (chi J ,, ....-.. ) in
_ _ ,,.:.!. 1..i . ...

ti}

al ..1

16

SPiICitUiZllly
To eauip r..e!ves 'CO se:rve as future teachers
CJ"t:O't'1

Sense of (11.}ltY,
En·iov it
l~othing be~ter

~

~

5

2
l
2
2

G
5
4
3
3
3
3
1
2
2
2
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Satisfaction -

l
1
l
l
1
l
1
1
1

-
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Zndi vidual appeal
l
1

ieeling of i mpo~ce at being able to answ~r
questions
l
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Trying to discover Gecre"'ts of life and t.?leir
1\

1
.oow0r over others
Rev;rence for Word·--o--,f-God-___ _g_a_i_n·-~-d-~,..r-o_m_par. _e_n_t._s----1----..-- l
W~rk of God• s -Spirit
'-'JO~e JwnowJ.eage resu!.t:s ia securit~l
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.

1
I
l
l
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TABLE 5

PAS'llORS' COli!CEPT OF PURPOSE OF BIBLE CL.!1JSS

Better under sta..11.ding of Bible
Strei,9then faith
GXO\'n:rt

10

-

9

in Christian knowledge

6

-______
_

Show what:. are t he.... f:ri;:its of Christia.11. li:2e

6

Grciwth in close2: relationship to God

4

Deepening of .spix-i t:ualit.)J

4

Gro\·1th in service

3

Let Word sp~aJt and direct lives of people

3

Show way to salvation

3

Deepen Christiai.11 life

- -"

-

Equip for \'litness
Gro·wt11

in grace

2
2

2

Growth in lOVG

1

Warn against heresy

l

Provide opportunity for sharing insigl1ts into
life application

l

Communicate grace of God

1
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reports these findings.

Again, a .high percentage (30 per

cent) via~ed the Bible class as an agency for helping
members increase their knowledge of the truths of
Cbristianity.

However, other answers indicate that they

regard as even more important the role Bible classes play
in enlisting support for the· church's program.
answers could be placed in this category.)

(Nineteen

Surprisingly,

not one of the 30 pastors, even those who taught Bible
class, looked upon the agency as affording themselves any
help personally either by \-ray of increasing their knowledge
of their parishioners or for personal growth.
Less emphasis on knowledge per~ and a more healthy
emphasis on genuine spiritual growth were indicated in the
answers _given to another question addressed to pastors.
Question 46:

"How important do you consider your adult

Bible classes to be for your members?

Why?"

Only two of

the 30 considered Bible class to be anything less than very
important or at least "quite impo~tant."

'l'he other two

thought it important, but only for those who attend, and
believed that even for these people its importance would
vary with the individual.

(See Table 7.)

Twenty-two of t)le 30 non-attenders intervieved bad
attended a Bible class some time in the past.

Their
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'il-!B PASTOR.:., • VIEW OF I·20W Ti-!E BIBLE CL..>.\SS

CONTRIBUTES TO HlS ~·U:r,n :smY

Increases knowledge of tru t:hs oi Christi~1iit.•.1

9

Contributes to gene~al sanctification

7

-

l•1akes active church worJi;.ers
Growth in knowledg e of Lord
Helps people unu.e rs·ccmd life
Traino for b~t ter leadership

5
4
4

----=----=---~----------·-----~----!
ll:

Applies scriptux·e to life

Prepares people ~o-r~-~-10-r_s_h~~i-~-, ~~~..-~~~
Helps people see nGed to go to church

bevaiops

mor e

3
3
2

consecxated m
euiJms-------------1--2---1

.Helps peo1)le see need to raise b ·udget
I mpresces a congx:ega:b.onal philosophy on people

l
l

I ndirectl y trains ch ildren in the ho~s
Deepens conce r n for car:cying out. mission of church

l
l

Leads people to an aware ness t h at tJ1ey axe
battling d.em:mic forces

1

Reaches people with t he Word through another layman

l

Gives people a c h ance to discuss ~~eir f aith

l

Gets support for p~cogra m of t.he c hurch

_ _ _ _ _ ____.__l ___•

Equips members f or pe rforming their ministry
1
Communicates ti1.e grace of God
1
Helps members seax:ch s cripture
1
Helps members app;..:r_e_c""'i,_a_t_e- ..:.tl::..,h,,__a_t___B_,ib,.,,....,l,_e-i-=-·_s__,,Go....,d:c-.'=-s-i--vo_r_d..,,._--+....,l,-----1
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TADLE 7
~.fi"J PASTORS CONSIDER 3!BLE cr~t\SSES ntu?ORTl\i.~""T

FOR Tl:·lEIR tilE~ERS

I

Spiritual g::r.·o,.,·rch.

10

-

Help people in their lives

7

Gain knowledge for wi·cn.ess

5

Sermon and/or worship not sufficient

£1.

Dee_per knowledge o:e.C: God 's Word

3

-

-~

Because i t

-

.~ C

.t.... ~

basically the same 'thing as

----

\'lOZ'Ship

'lt:rain chtu;ch ·workers
'fu

make sure 'i'::bey are get.ting some study of Wor d

---..-·

3

2
2

Creates desire to study furt..i'1er

1

Set e xample for c h ilol:r.en

1

Be able to discuss Bible wi'l::h children

l

'.ro get more out of 'l.'10:t'ship service

1

Cha.111ce to ask

guestions

1

Protect the.a against false doctrine

l

Unciergird faith

l

Clear up misconceptions

l

·-
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reasons for quitting are tabulated in Table

a.

As will be

noted, the principal reasons advanced were consideration
for o~hers in the family and other church duties at the
time.

In two of the five latter cases the duty involved

was that of teaching in the Sunday school.

t'Jhen these same non-attenders were asked why they
were not attending Bible class at present, they again most
often gave consideration of another member of the family

as their reason.

The complete tabulation of their answers

to this question is given in Table 9.

Thus Tables 2, 8,

and 9 point to the ltey role of the family in influencing
Bible class attendance.

on the other hand, there is some

question whether the answers given to questions 23 and 43,
''Why don• t you attend Bible class naw? 11 and "Why did you

stop going to Bible class?" (Tables 8 and 9) are the real
ones or whether these are rationalizations.

In some cases,

at least, the latter might be the case.
"Why do you think so many in your church do not attend
Bible class?• attenders and pastors were asked.

answers are listed in Table 10.
was not even mentioned

by

Their

'l'he primary reason given

the non-attenders themselves,

namely, a misunderstanding of confirmation as a sort of
graduation.

Another reason given was the common feeling
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Cc:n isi deration fo ~ othe r s in family

6

Conflict

5

Luss

-

,;:

0-

'l.'1i t.h

--

O\::.tle4: ch u r ch d uties

int:exes ·c.

-

-·- --·· ·--...
l?oor tencb c :::- "
Chunged church

4

-

3

'"

Lazi:1.ess

--

r,Zoved 'CO count.r,t

2°
l

Coulchl't be r e9""Ular

can° ·c remember

-

2

... .

.

--

l
1

.
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'!'ABLE 9

REASONS GIVEN FOR NON-ATTENDANCE AT DIBLE CLASS

Consideration for another family member
Unwilling to give extra time
Inconvenience
out of habit
Not interesting enough
Get enough out of service
No desire to do so
Laziness
Conflict with other church duties at time
Get lOOre out of personal study
Would have no excuse for not coming if I later
,'l&llted to quit
Don't think I'd learn~much t nGre
Don't enjoy it
Wasn't invited until recently
Afraid I'd be asked to teach
Teacher asks me embarrassing questions
Poor teacher
Can't go regularly so rather not go at all
Had to ao to sundav school as a child everv Sundav

8

7
6
4
3
2
2
2
1

1

l
1
1
1
1
l
1
1

1
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XU:l"-\SONS G!VJi:N B'll P~.S'l'ORS

film

~ TTEt~'aJERS

FOR 'l'HE: NOi!~- AT-1:ffi.ml\DlC!~ OF OTilERS

-

- . ..

Confirmation cornplex _
Ur-Mi llingness
Poo:c 'i::.eachi.1.CJ

·co .91-_ye

<:Utt.:r.a

20
t.ime

I t6 ·-

-

2.5

I.,aziness
Re.9:ara Bible c lass a s an " e;.;:t.ra'~
'I'radit.ion
Lael.: of aor;recia~icm tor the tvo:cd

13
12
11
11

Indif ference

8

Habit
Pear of reveal int!, ign,o:r.ance .,
Ne h a ven' t:. e::_omoti:;;d it enough

7

___

·-

S.eirit.ual s lugg.:i.shness
.Feaz· of embarrassment
Conf.lict 'Wi-ch
s ervice a·~ time
___._,,~
Feel no itaeed to qr~1
No inte rest
Too self-conscious
•roo oroud
Won't ba able to cret out if t hev so desire lat er
Afra id 1·~l~ will lead to areater invo1.vemen"i:.
Inconvenience
T h ey associate it With t.he i nG:c fee t i~1e way \·1e carry
on Sundav scnool
Feel ·the1.·e is no Point: to it
Class 'i::.ime l"lO~ convenien·i.:
Place where Bible class held P OO:C
Thev dro-o out as a wav of assertina their aaulthooit
Docrmatic teachincr bv c astors and t eachers
People not aware oi resp Oi'lSibilities when they join
church
Feel pastor can answe;: specific question and that is
enouc:h
overemphasis on t.he i nstitution of church
Think it's a waste of timo·
Younc; children in familv

-

-

7
6

4
3·
3

2
2
2
2
2.
2
2
2

l
1

..

.I.

1
1
l
l
1
1
l
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that Bible class is an "extra," the church service being the
only really important thing happening on a Sunday morning.
"Poor teaching," while mentioned by only one non-attender,
was cited by 15 attenders and pastors as being a factor in
keeping people away from Bible class.

CHAPTER I I I
THE

CLASSROOM TASK AND ITS SETTING

A number of questions in the interview attempted to

uncover what teachers and pupils thought their roles were
in a Bible class and what the atn10sphere of their class was.
The main questions, asked of both Bible class teachers and
at·tenders, were:· "How would you describe a good Bible class
student?'' and

II

How would you describe a good Bible class

teacher?"
Answers to the first of these are listed in Table 11.
The response most frequently given by both types of people
interviewed was the ability and willingness of the class
member to participate in class discussion.

Sixty-three per

cent of the teachers and 50 per cent of the attenders gave
this answer.

Also, almost one-third of all those interviewed

said that "interest in the subject" was a characteristic of
the good student.
By and large there was strong agreement in the answers
of both attender and teacher.

If one can find a difference

in their responses, it would probably be that generally
teachers expect more worJc of attenders than attenders expect
of themselves.

In other words, attender• seem to want to
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TABLE 11

-.--...- -_,-. ,~•

........

Abi l i t .y and/or \•1i l lingne ss t o
p art;iclpat.e
GOQd 1ist8lner
Interested i ll subject.
RaiSGS quest.ions

Students•
Est.imat.e

-

Teachers•
Et:fcima~e

19
10

15

S)

10

0

5

Prepares beforehand
Desires to l e arn
Can apply Biblical p rinciples to

e

5

.Q.

8

dail~ life
Willina 'CO d o e:,:tra work on his own

1

5
4

- -·-

--

Open-minded

3
3
3
3

Abilitv -~o . in.terEret t.Ep:t
Interest i n application oi stw j e ct
to l i fe
Read s l1is Bible
Brin.q s others to Bibl e class

2
2
2

Regular in att~<:: mdance
H~s ]c!}.q,Wledge qf Bible

Love

for the Word

3

-- ~

4
1
3
3

2

Willinci to be auided

2

Believes what he learns

can evaluate what he hears

1
1

1

Wi l lj.ngness to discuss per:;:;onal

'IOroblems
Answers auestions
Puts into oractice what lle learns
Bas a prayerful attitude toward

l
l
l

Bible class
Believes Bible is Word of God
Doesn't talk too much

1

Attends church 1:·eaularlv
Desire to be better Ch1'1S\:iall
Can communicate well
Is alert
--···
Acauainted wit:.i; resources for studv
Understands_:. basic auestions
RectXrnizes time liw. t ~·cions of class
Cooperates in carryi~,-; out. .-;f?,Oup
ob ·J ective~

~

--

1
l
1

l
1
1
l
l
l
l
l

...........
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participate but are also more likely to vie\<1 their role as
that of a lis~ener to whom the teacher is to suggest life
application.

Participation is seen as questioning, prior

preparation, and class reactions to stimuli of t he teacher.
Answers to the question "How would you describe a good
Bible class teacher?" were qui·te diffuse and difficult to
classify. · These answers are recorded in Table 12.

Although

identical answers of teachers and pupils are paired off
where possible, the reader will notice certain other answers
w~ich, ·though not exactly alike, are at leas~ similar.

For

e.<ample, while seven a·ttenders loo1ted for a teacher to be .
able to "gain interest," no teacher mentioned this in just
these words, but four attenders felt that a teacher must
present his material in an "appealing" way.

In general, the

answers of both teachers and students again indieate an
awareness of the need for participation by all members of
the class as well as by the teacher.
To determine how successful classes were in attaining
pupil participation, attenders and teachers were asked to
estimate percentages of class time spent in each of four
ti

categories of activity, (1) Lecture, (2) Discussion with

moat of conversation taking place between teacher and
/

individual class members, (3) Discussion with moat of
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m - - . w·

S\7.uden"ts'
t\no·wledge of Bibl0
Doesn' t. spend tco much ~:1..jt\e l n

lc.:.:c-c.t.~ing
Able 'i:O 9 et class to participate
Vrepares ·thoroughly
·".I
Ca!-a gain interest (>f c....~
'-'--'

Es~ima·i:e
.,._
n

10
6
8
7

' '!leachers'
Estimate

I

4

II

~)

2
8

Ope:n- mia1d.ed

t·
:,

1

1eader

5

2
i.;
.,,
5

(',o~
1oc-

Kl""lOWS

C.sm
--

pup ils

9r;:t.

message over

Peicm:!. t s di:cferen.ce oi: o~i.nion
'i)Jlllin9 to ao.m:!.t :i.91.10lC'c!U(!C: "in.en 11.e

doesn' ·t
)';t.....K,t:J ~.ec1a.s)

!-t!ACW

3

- ---

1

-

I<ncn1m sub ic.:~c·ic.

Stic!tS t.o .sub i ec.t :
Ca;;.,. Gimolifv t h<= s cl'> i ec·t
Patient
Se·i::s crood examole ln his l ifG:
Covers e s sent.'tal r;oini~s
Holds attent.ion
Radiates c onfi.dence in Word of God
Interes~ in ouni1S
Willina to r .rv new t ec hniaues

1

6}

o f Luthe:r.:an f aith.

Can pres ent: mat.ezial in, appr3a 1:l. ng
Wal!
Interest in soo·•ect.
Stud ies on 'his own
Personal faH.:.h.

.•.

l

1
2
2
2
2
2

1

Sense of lln.flior
Well t.rain~d
Sin~eri.{~v
Cllet~rfu1

1

Prescant!.S ma~c~:tal in c,rcranized wav
Can r~la~e Bibll~ teachina to l i fe
Can use visual aide Wt~ll

1

4
4,

4
3
3
3
3

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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TABLre 12 (con~inue~)

-

!

Can g!ve definite answers to
'
auestions rais13d in class
I

Studen~a·
Bztimate

'l-=ac:hers'
Estimate

l

2
2

~-·

l

l

, ReSEeCts everv member of class
Has conf idel'lce of claGs
I

I Learns with the a~~ouP
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conversation taking place between class m~mbers, and (4)
Other methods (reading, movies, reports, questionnaires, etc.)
Answers to this question (number 8 on the questionnaire)
varied greatly between the teachers' and students' estimates
of how time was spent in certain specific classes.

(One

teacher claimed to spend only 30 per cent of class time
lecturing while the member of his class interviewed put the
estimate at 75 per cent.

Another estimated his time spent

in lecture as 25 per cent,but a class member thought it
closer to 60 per cent.

On the other hand, the teacher of

one Bible class said he spent 80 per cent of class time in
lecture, but a member of his class thought he spent no more
than a third of his time lecturing.)

However, averages of

these estimates by all teachers and all attenders interviewed

were in close agreement.

(See Figure l.)

There appears to be an attempt -to involve pupils in
discussion, but at least 70 per cent of class time in the
Bible classes surveyed was spent in lecture or discussion
between the teacher and an individual in the class.

(When

interviewees were questioned as to the nature of the
"discussion" that went on between the individual member and
the teacher, they usually replied that it was a question put
to the teacher which he in turn would answer or an answer
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given to one of his questions by a class member~ rather than
an extended conversation.)

Also to be noted is the low

figure for the methods listecl in -the "other" category, which
provide for the highest degree of pupil participation.
To shed further light on the atmosphere prevalent in
t h e 30 classes from which the teachers and attenders were

intervi ewed, the researcher asked attenders: "Suppose you
had a personal problem such as:

••vfaeri. I •m around people who

use bad language, I find myself slipping once in a while and
use bad language too:

How would you feel about ~~ntioning

t his problem in your class?"

never mention it.

Four of the 30 said they would

One said he probably would not mention

it because he would feel uneasy about doing so.

Five .others

answered that they probably \~Uld rnention the matter, but
would feel some uneasiness at doing it.

TWo stated that

there was no opportunity for such problem sharing in their
class.

The other 18 all stated that they -would want to get

help from their teacher or from members of their class and
would therefore ask for it in class without embarassment.
A question along the same lines but on an intellectual
rather than a deeply spiritual level elicited a similar
response.

'!'he question: "Suppose you began believing

something that you knew was contrary to the teachings of
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our church.

Would you mention this in your class?"

Twenty-

six (87 per cent ) answered that they would.
When asked,

11

Do people in you:r class ever disagree with

your teachers? " 21 of the 30 attenders replied in the
affirmative.

But to state it differently, in 30 per cent of

the classes attenders said there ~,as never any disagreement

of any kind b etween pupil and teacher.
Asked if they ever encouraged disagreement in their
classes or felt j_t unwise to do so, 22 teachers replied that
they e ncour aged it.

Seven considered it unwise, and one

s tated that he didn't consider it unwise but didn't encourage
it either .

However, it should also be noted that a ·number

of those stating that they occasionally encouraged disagreement hastened to add that they did so only to evoke discussion
or to wake up the group but would not allow genuine disagreement to develop.
Another question designed to explore the concept of
class purposes and attitudes was number 38.

The researcher

asked attenders, teachers, and pastors to imagine that they
were teaching a Bible class.

Then he said: NA question comes

up for discussion which is not answered by the Bible in just
so many words.

If the group did not arrive at the answer

which you have been taught to be correct, would you straighten

I
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them out or just what would you do?"
various reactions to this problem.

Table 13 lists the
!twill be noted that

lay members and teachers and even those 11 teachers ·who
we r e paroch ial school teachers were f ar more interested in
maintai ning the church's position t han the pastors .

'l'wenty-

four {SO per cent) of the a ttenders, 11 of the 14 la1"Inen
who were ·Serving a s -teach ers (70 p a r cent: ) , and six of the
12 parochi al school t eacher::. ( 50 per c e nt) said that they
would ins i s t on agr e ement ~:1ith the traditional view or would
seGk help for defendi ng it from another in authority.

I n t en of the 30 classes surveyed t he Bible itse lf was
t he only mat eri al used.
and a p ubl ished gui de .

T~irteen classes used the Bible
In five cla sses the t e ache r produced

a n outline, which the claos used with the BiDle, and

two

classes used some ot her material, rather than the Bible
itself, as the te..~.
Answers to Question 13 revealed that most classes
studied about one topic or one book of the Bible per quarter.

In a rather high percentage of the churches where there are
multiple adult classes courses are run on a quarterly system
and members are encouraged to change classes each quarter.
Of the 30 classes surveyed, 17 were of this type.
Class sessions, not counting time spent in opening and
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IncludeD oll five who serve as Bible class ~eachars.
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closing devotiono, averuged 58 minutes, according to teachers,
56.4 minutes nccording to attonders.

The sho~test session

was 37 minutes long , the longest, 105 minutes.
As1te d h~.11 ·t hey felt about -c.he room in which their class

meets, a rathex high 43 per ceu~ of the teache~s and 40 per
cent o :f ·t he attenders had some

complaint to make about. it.

I!owever, in 12 of t.he 30 cai.ses attenders and teachers
disagreed az to tl1eir QStimate of the deoirability of the

facilitiGs.

(See To.ble 14.)

In 16 (53 per cent ) of t he class,: :s the seating arrange-

ment resembled thut of a lecture hall, with students seated

in straight rows facing the teacher.
c en~) chairo were arranged in

Q

In five others (17 per

semi-circle with students

£acing the leader, and the r e maining nina classes (30 per

cent) were arranged in a circle or a modified circle.

The

seats thamselveG were church pews in eight classes and
school benches in five.

Chairs were used in the remaining

17 classes.
Most of the members questioned had been quite regular
in attendance.

They were present an average of 90.3 per

cen·t of the time.
22

4

Average attendance in their classes was

the smallest cla&s having an average attendance of four,

the largest 75.

Sixty-seven per cent of the ·ciasses had an

'
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average attendance of 20 or less members.

In 26 of the

classes (87 per cent) a class membership list was maintained,
and the same number ·reportedly made some attempt at follow-up
by letters, calls, or visits.
11

If you could ask for any change in your Bible class

program, what would you suggest?" the researcher asked
attenders.

Seven were cornpletely satisfied and could suggest

no change.

Of the complaints, the desire for more partici-

pation by fellow class members and dissatisfaction with the
teaching and with the institute or quarterly system were
mentioned most often (see Table 15).
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TABLE 15

t~one
t-tore r..;articipa t ion
B et'1:c::Z teaching
Abo!i ::.fh ii.'l:::>·citute
~--·
· ... --Lo'..:1e:i: l~vel

-----

-~-- - ·

sy st.em

More ch o:tce o f topics by

class members

Add mor e c lasses
r-zor e

l10 111e

assignme nts

Bet~er place f or classes
Smaller c lasses
Sh or -cer c om:ses
US€: g11id.es to aid in s t udy
E.>zop s ervice during Bible class
Study one book at. a time
r,1 eet more :frequently (met once ~very 3 \'J'aeks)
Long er. class period
Better seating a,rrangement
£4.ore male members
£-lore younger raembers
Study 11t0re basic ques·tions

7
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1

1
1
1
l

l
l

l
l
1
1
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CHAPTER IV

PERSONAL FACTORS

Are there differences in the backgrounds, attitudes,

and habits of attenders and non-attenders which play a
significant part in determining Bible class attendance or
non-attendance?

Are there differences in the values

attenders and non-attenders place on worship?

Do all groups

surveyed generally share the s&~e view of knowledge necessary

for fruitful Christian living?

The instrument included a

number of questions designed to uncover this information.
The size of the families of both attenders and nonattenders was similar.

Attenders' families averaged 3.8

persons, non-attenders 3.4.

The limitations of the sampling

make it difficult to draw any conclusions from this finding,

but it ~oes seem to rule out children as a significant factor
per l!&•

Also, exactly the same number of attenders and non-

attenders (7) reported that there were other members of the
family teaching or otherwise helping in the Sunday school.
However, on the positive side, there were significant
differences in response to the questions, ·Are other members
of your family attending Sunday achool?a and "Are other• in
your family attending Bible class?" (Questions 25 and 27).
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Twenty-two attenders (73 per cent) said others in their
family attenged Sunday school.

The average number of their

family members in Sunday school was 3.8.

On the other hand,

only ten non-attenders (33 per cent) reported other family
members in Sunday school and even the average number in such
cases (2 . 5) was smaller.

Also, only five non-attenders (17

per cent) said other family members attended a Bible class,
while 18, or 60 per cent of the attenders were able to say

These findings apparently substantiate the conjecture,

this.

made earlier , that attendance at church school by another
menlber of the family has a strong relationship to one's own

attendance at a ·Bible class. 1
A somewhat higher number of attenders than non-attenderswere adult confirmands.

Twelve attenders were confirmed in

their adult years, whereas only seven non-attenders were
confirmed after the traditional early-teen age.

These 12

attenders were confirmed an average of 13 years ago1 for
the seven non-attenders the number of years since confirmation averaged 16.

There is an indication here that confir-

mation later in life leads to greater participation in
group Bible study.

1

Supra, P1o 19.
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Both attenders and non-attendera participated in home
devotions to about the same extent (see Figure 2).

Educa-

tional level of the two groups was also similar, attenders
averaging 12.2 years of schooling while non-attenders
averaged 11.S years.
More non-attenders than attenders (15 as .against 12)
were products of parochial schools, understandable in via~
of the previous finding that a higher proportion of attenders
were adult convertso

Only one of each of the groups had

attended a Lutheran secondary school.
Attenders averaged 9.3 years in Sunday school: nonattenders 8.4 years.

Both groups claimed to attend worship

services quite regularly.

Attenders estimated they were

present at Sunday worship an average of 46.8 times: nonattenders put their average at 48.2 times.
Twenty-four of the Bible class members belonged to an
average of 3.3 other organizations or groups in the church,
while 28 of the non-attenders participated in 2.8 other
church activities.

In the community attenders and non-

attenders belonged t~ an average of 2.3 and 2.2 groups
respectively.

The findings here seem to incli.cate that it

would be hard to classify attenders aa •joiner•-type
personalities.
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When aslted about the experiences in their lives which
contributed most toward their spiritual growth, attenders
and non-attenders gave similar answers (see Table 16).
However, at.tenders were more likely than. non-attenders ·::o
refer to crises in their lives (illness of family me.tnber,
\'1ar exper! ence o etc.) as periods of unusually high spiritual
development.

Non-attenders more frequently pointed to a

period of special opportunities for worship as the time of
highest rate of spiritual growth.
Questions 32 and 40 of the instrument were designed to
explore prefe;:;; (,nceFZ ..:()r worship or Bible class by both
members and pastors.

'l'he question put to Bible class teachers

and church members was: "Iic:M would you compare the imp·o rtance

of worship services to group Bible study?"
asked to react to a specific problem:

Pastors were

"If a regular member

of your church were able or willing to come to only one
session on a Sunday morning, which experience would you
rather see him have--a worship service without communion or
a Bible class?"

In answer to the first of these questions three attenders,
three non-attenders, and three teachers considered the two
to be exactly equal in importance.

Many others bad a hard

time deciding for either the Bible class or the church
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service.

When pressed for a decision, 13 attenders, five

non-attenders and six teachers favored group Bible study,
while 14 attenders, 22 non-attenders, and 20 teachers

considered the worship service of greater importance.

Among

the teachers were four of the five pastors serving as Bible
class teachers •

'l'he one o·t her teaching pastor said that

the relative importance of the two would depend on the
individual.
All 30 pastors except two anS\11ered Question 40 by saying
they would unqualifiedly advise the member in question to
attend the worship service.

Their reasons are assumed to

be those for considering the service more important than

Bible class.

One pastor said he would suggest Bible class

to a new convert but the worship service to -one who had been
a Lutheran for a long time.

Only one picked the Bible class

outright, giving as the reason for his answer the opinion
that no communion makes a service "little more than a
religious exercise."
Table 17 lists the reasons church members and pastors
gave for considering the worship service of most importance.

For the sake of canparison the pastors• answers are listed
in a separate column from that of the other groups.

One

answer which the researcher frequently found was the response
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that God would rather have us worship than participate in
group Bible study.

Three members and three pastors asserted

that God commands us to worship but does not command us to
participate in group Bible study.

When the interviewer

asked these people where this directive is in the Bible,

they invariably answered, sometimes indignantly, "Why, in
the 'l'hird commandment, of course!

11

Several of the members

who expressed preference for the worship service confessed
that they personally learned much more from Bible class,

but still felt that worship was more tmportant.
Table 18 is a tabulation of reasons given by those who
considered group Bible study of greater importance than the
worship service.

Mw~y of the reasons given point to a

deficiency in the understanding of the worship service
rather than to a real strength of Bible study.
The final question attempted to explore concepts of
knowledge and values placed on this knowledge by the various
groups interviewed.

The interviewer asked: "What do you

think you need to know to be a good Christian?"
were of three types.

Answers

Type I referred to rudimentary

theological facts, e.g., "John 3:16," •sin and grace and
then the conviction that Christ is the only Savior," "Know
right from ~ong, know what God haS told us to do, and know
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haw to be saved," etc.

'?hose who answered in this way felt

that this knowledge is learned sometime within a person's
lifetime , usually by the time one is confirmed.
group

of

A second

answers (Type II) referred to a body of theological

facts or Biblical knowledge but considered the number of
these fact s to b e so great that these are never really
mastered during one's lifetime.

Those who answered in the

third wa y (Ty,p e r II) interpreted the question quite
differentl y and gave s uch answers as: "The love of Christ,"
"Christ, and more Christ, and still more Christ," "It's not
a question of knowing facts but of having the Holy Spirit,"
etc.
Table 19 reports how each group interviewed answered
the question.

The comparatively large number of non-attenders

givin~ a Type I answer and the large number of attenders and
pastors giving a Type II answer will be immediately apparent.
The pastors who were teaching Bible classes are included in
both the teacher line and the pastor line in Table 19.

One

of these pastors gave a Type I answer, two answered in the
'l'ype I I way and two are included in the eight teachers who
gave Type III answers.

Also to be noted is that another of

these eight was a Seminary professor (and thus also a
pastor) and still another was a seminary student.

Further
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investigation revealed that all four of the remaining teachers
were parochial school teachers.

In other words• of the eight

teachers who gave 'l'ype III answers, not one was a layman.
TABLE 19

!U~OWLEDGE NECESSARY TO BE A

TvDe I

Atte nders
~Ton·-Attenders
Teachers
Pastors

O

GOOD" CWU:STIAN

Tvoe I !

TvDe I I I

8

18

3

22

4

ll

11
15

4
8
11

4, ·

This concludes ·t he report of t.he data in the study.
In the nex·c chapter we shall ~:amine some of ·t he more
significant findings reported above and relate these to
other research for possible clues they may give to the

solution of our problem.

CHAPTER V

IN'l'ERPRE'l'ATIO~ AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS

Reviewing the findings presented in the foregoing
chapter.S J t her.e is supporti ng evidence for at least some of

the 17 points :J.n a previous analysis of factors inhibiting
Bible class gr rn'1th. 1

For example, Dr. Feucht lists

•• theological traditions" as a factor contributing to low
partici pati.on in Bible study.

Authoritarianism
One "theological tradition.. which bas always played an
important part i n the church life and educational structures
of The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod is the conviction of
its rnewl:>ers that the Holy Scriptures are the only source and

norm of Christian faith.

This has led Missouri Synod

Luther.ans to place great stress on the conununication of God's
truth as revealed in the Bible and to stress methods which
tend to be authoritarian and subject centered, methods which

1
oscar E. Peucht, Forwaid in Bible Studya A

Manual of
Resoux;cee for the Bi)>le study Advance 1959 to 1962 (st.

Louis: 'l'he Board for Parish Education, The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, n.d.), p. 6.
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have as their aim, the conveying of factual material.2
As a consequence, teachers in Bible classes as well as
in other educational agencies of the church have tended to
cast themselves in the role of defenders of the faith.

Dr.

Allan Jahsmann states:
The traditional method of Christian religious education
has been didactic and .normative. The typical teacher
of the chu~ch (whether a professional minister of the
Word or a layman) approaches a pupil or class as a
represen·tative of Jesus Christ, His way of life, and a
particular church body and set of beliefs and teachings.
1.n this position he assumes that his primary responsibility is to stand up for these teachings, to express
them authoritatively also in interpersonal relations,
and to instruct others in the Scriptures and in his
church's confessional formulations of doctrine.3 What Dr •. Jahsmann says is illustrated by the hesitancy
especially of lay teachers of the Missouri Synod to deviate
in any way from a traditional position on doctrinal ·questions.
This is not only the case when the matter in question is
clearly a Scriptural one but is true even when the Bible is

2Raymond P. Surburg, "Historical Survey of the Lutheran
Philosophy of Education," Readings in the Lutheran Philosophy
of Education. 'thirteenth Yearbook of the Lutheran Education
Association, edited by L.G. Bickel and Raymond P. Surburg.
(River Forest, Illinois: Lutheran Education Association,
1956),p. 18.

3Allan H. Jahsmann, "Application of Procedural .Aspects
of Psychotherapy to Christian Nurture," p. 25 (Unpublished
paper).
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silent.

'l'he tendency is to seelt help from a pastor or

teacher who maintains a position of authority.
Ernsb erger, referring to an article by Charles K.
l:,erguson, 4 says :
The average adult tends to expect his adult class to
resemble the usually authoritarian class atmosphere he
has known in grade school, high school, or college.
He expects to be told, and regards himself as essentially
a passive listener. This is especially true in the
church. The people look to the minister as the authority
figure who is to "tell" them. From their point of view,
the minister's authority consists primarily in his
greater religious knOliledge. He is the "religious
exper·t" who is to preach to them, to lecture to them,
and t h ey are to remain passive and silent. 5
The present study gave strong indications of a similar

attitude in Missouri Synod Bible class m~mbers.

In fully

30 per cent of the classes attenders reported that there was
never any disagreement between teachers and pupils, a large
percentage of teachers were afraid of genuine disagreement
in class, and a major proportion of class time was spent in
methods which were largely transmissive.

one-third of the

4Charles K. Ferguson, "Using Info;mal Methods," Adult
Leadership, III (March, 1953), 24.
Snavid J. Ernsberger, A Philosophy of Adult Christian
Education (Philadelphia: 'l'he Westminster Press, 1959), pp.
124-25.
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attenders thought an important characteristic of a good
Bible class student. was to be a "good listener.''

This image of the Bible class as a place where one sits
passively to be taught may be a strong factor against the

inclination ·to attend Bible class.

At least some thin1: that

i'i: is aiid t.race this feeling back to child.<1ood experience:

Sunday school programs frequently use a formalized
learning program to which ~{oungstexs are regularly
e:Jtposed in their daily school life .. Thia has been
found effective largely because children liaven't lived.
long and have had fe-d practical opportunities to test
ideas; their e2tperience is limited. Hence a rather
natural teacher-learner relationshiPo the child being
dependent upon someone who he thinkS knows the facts.
The child of·ten knows he doesn • t know, and he tends to
accept.•

As a person grows into adulthood, however, his feeling
of dependency decreases and he begins to think M ~nows.
He resists reorganizing his attitudes and behaviors
which have grafln out of his response to many years of
experience. Especially does the adult resist saneone
else's attempt to force him to reorganize himself. The
teacher-pupil relationship in adult groups, therefore,
must be considerably modified if the program is to . be
most successful. Mainly it is a problem of recognizing
that adults are both dependent and independent. Extremes
are dangerous.6
Clemmons has pointed out one da·n ger in trying to overcome this resistance of adults to a reorganization of

6Paul

Bergevin and John McKinley, Design for Adult
2duc~tign in the Church (Greenwich, Connecticut: Seabury
Press, 1958), pp. -xv:t:-xvii.
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attitude and behavior.

This is the danger that the teacher

will use the threat of biblical orthodoxy or moralistic
values to cudgel people into conformity.

By doing this he

invites peripheral responses which are removed from the
learner's inner personal region. 7
Even more serious, but related to this, may be the
development of dishonesty in the classroom.

Members may

heai~ate to be completely open and truthful with one another

for fear of being accused of doubt or disloyalty or of

failing to conform to what is commonly accepted.a

The

strong concern for maintaining the traditional position of
the church evidenced by Missour'i Synod laymen in this study
gives rise to the suspicion that they may not always be
completely open in admitting doubts in class, despite their
assurances to the contrary.

And where this freedom to·

express oneself with integrity is lost, the value of the
class is seriously impa~red.
Belief that Spiritual Maturity Has Been Attained
The majority of all groups questioned in the survey

7aobert s. Clemmons, Dynamics of Christian Education
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1958), p. 37.
8stanley J. Glen, 'l'he Recovery of the Teaching
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1961), p. 33.
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considered the broadening of reli~ious knowledge to be the
prime purpose for attendance at Bible class.

It is also

quite clear that the majority of those interviewed consider
this kind of factual knowledge to be the knowledge needed
"to be a good Christian .. 11

Significantly, the non-attenders

interviewed considered a minimal amount of this knowledge
to be adequate for t~e Christian life.
Many non-attenders evidently equate ''knowledge needed
to be a good Christian" with knowledge necessary for salvation.

The study thus seems to lend support to Glen's

judgment .

Speaking of the average churchgoer he says:

We have seen • • • that a saving knowledge is regarded
in principle as a simple knowledge, and that in so far
as it is looked upon as complete it discourages the
acquisition of a substantial knowledge. The religious
security that many obtain through the conversion
exper ience satisfied them to such an extent that their
interest in the Bible does not advance much beyond those
favor ite texts and passages associated with their
conversion.9
The same author asserts that many believers consider
religion to be a matter between themselves and God and that
their problems, doubts, or sins are manageable, if indeed
they exist at all.

9Jlwi., p. SS.

He considers this attitude to reflect a
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form of parfectioniom, with saving faith making a person
impervious to the problems· and doubts in one's life. 10

Glen

further charges t.~ at a _r,~:,:fectionism which resists teaching
rests upon an essential dishonesty.

It claims to rest on

the grace of God, but in reality it hides from itself its
si.ns and doubts.11

In Missouri Synod circles this self-satisfaction with
one's religious knowledge may stem in part at least from
this church body's educational system, especially its
emphas:ts on the education of children in .the parochial school,
Sunday school, and confirmation classes.

Feucht, as well as

many of those interviewed, referred to the "~nfb;mation

complex" as limiting participation in adult Bible classes.
Other Lutheran writers have pointed to confirmation as
responsible for much misunderstanding in regard to Christian
adult education..

Huxhold, for ~xample, says:

On the one hand, confirmation has been a source of
great strength for the Lutheran church by creating a
doctrinally informed laity. On the other hand, confir-

mation has also misled many Lutherans into believing
that they are well informed enough.
Anyone in parish teaching and preaching who has tried

lOxbid., P• 32 .
. 11Ibid., PP• 32-33.
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to kil l the notion that confirmat ion is terminal k.naws
this to be too true ••

• • • ~or the wayward, confirmati on \-las the end. For
the stoutly loyal , confirm~tion was a l so the end;
nothing new could be learned: no .fresh in~ighte gained:
no examination of one's faith in the light of one's
growth of nm, elcperiences . 12
'! 'heiss agree s:

The prcgram of Ch rist:tan adult educ ation ,·1ould have
been more fuJ.11-~ and systematically de,1elopoo in ~ur
Church i~ we had heen more conscious of t he Scriptural
ideal and less i nclined to restrict Christia..~ education
t o the limits of a parochial school diploma and a
Conf i r nstion cert ificate . 13

There i s not. s p ace here to treat i n detail the development of the confirmation tradition as it developed in the
Lutheran Chu.i-:-ch.

'l'l1is has been done e lsewhere.14

But it is

important to note that the catechetical sermons of the
sixteenth century took on a highly intellectual character
during the period of Orthodoxy.

catech!zations, though

12Harry N. Huxhold, •• Equip the Saints" in Conyention
Reeort of the Annual Convention of ·the Lu~heran Education
As·s ociation July 21 - August 2. 196Q, p. 5.

13New Frontiers in Christian Education, First Yearbook
of the Lutheran Education Association (River Porest, Illinoiss
The Lutheran Education Association, 1944), p. 99.
l~hur c. Repp, "Reconstructing Confirmation for OUr
Day," Proceedings of the Seventy-Sixth Convention of the
Western District of The Lutheran Chur2J)--Missouri Synod
June 12-16, 1961, pp. 26-69.
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i n-tended to e duczit.e t.he entire congregation, for practical
purposes had to be l i mi~ed to children in the formal worship
services..

:c·1

h is study of confirmation i n the i.utheran

Church Dr. Repp says of these catechizations: "The continuous
repeti tion at the most e l ementary level f or young and adults
was deadening. 15
0

The question may be asked whether this

was partial ly responsible for the dampening -of adult i nterest
in Cl1ristian education and the notion that Christian

education is no~ for adults~
Confirnmtion took on more and more importance during

the subsequent periods of Pietism and Rationalism, with the

r ite of confirmation also receiving more and more emphasis.

'!'he elaborate church ceremonies, the celebrations in the
home, the expensive gifts, the clothes, the certificate, and
especi ally the coincidence of confirmation with the end of
one's primary schooling, are traditions which date from
these periods and suggest that confirmation is graduation
from the Christian education of the churcb. 16

15Ibid., p. 3 4 .

16Ad. Haentzschel, "A Philosophy of Christian Education,"
New Prontiers in Christian Education, ?irst Yearboo~ of the

Lutheran Education Association (River Forest, Illinois:
Lutheran Zducation Association , 1944), p. 9.
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Confi rmation in the Lutheran Church has a h,ays been

associated with the two sacrament s, Holy Baptism and the
Lord' s Supp er ~17 a sort. of l i nl~ b etween the two~

Lutherans

have tendeo to thinlt of confirmation as preparat ion for
adult membership in the church.

Some Missouri Synod w·.citers

even have referred to confirmation as the rite by which one
becomes a member of the Lut.hernn Church~ 18

This has

undoubt edly s t r e ngthened the erroneous idea that confirmation
is t erminal r er at leaat a high point, in one's spiritual
development a nd that from this time on the objecti"re is to
111.ainta:tn t he level of epiri tual development at.tained.

The

present st,ldy gives evidence that many feel ·t his need can be
met adequately by participating in public worship and home
devotion.s.
There appears to be a basic misunderstanding among many
Lutherans in regard to the nature of spiritual growth.

In

speaking of the nature of the instruction in confirmation

Repp says:

In speaking of faith necessary for the Lord's Supper
the ch\lrch has frequently interpreted this to mean a
specific state of faith or a specific amount of faith

17aepp, ga, c:i~., p. 60.

18J))id., p. 69.
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as .evidenced by knowledge and understanding, something
which can be measured and determined in a catechetical
examination. In other words, understanding of the
doctrine has been substituted for participation in
faU:.h.19

In discussing adult confirmation classes Repp writes:
The instruction in the Word must not be confused with

an information class. Since so much of education is
informational, there is a tendency to regard confirmation as an instruction in which we merel y inform people
about God. This is undoubtedly one of the major hazards
of Christ!a17. education. Confirmation classes for
adults are sometimes referred to as "information
classes, 11 to ma1~e them more appealing to the unchurched,
who are invited t o hear about the Christian religion
without ~ny p ersonal commitment • • • • This may have
the elements of good salesmanship, but the consequences
are oft en appalling. It is so easy for people to
equate
understanding about God and His redemption
t-1itll faith, forge·t ting that understanding is only the
scaffold for £aitho20

an

We might say the same thing of adult Bible study.

The

results of this investigation indicate that the acquisition
of theological knowledge is the main reason most adults give
for participating in Bible study.

There is question whether

this aim has beclouded the immediate central aim of Lutheran
education, viz., the sanctification of the individuai.21
would appear that for many, at least, it has.

At

It

the very

19Ibid., p. SO.
20Ibid., p. 69.

21Allan M. Jahamann, What's Lutheran in Bducation? (St.
Louis, Concordia Publishing House, 1960), p. 19.
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least, ~e can say that gra-,,th in the new life is not what
most Lutheran adults first think of when they are asked a
reason for attending Bible class.
Theological kn0\'1ledge is o.f utmost importance because

theological facts form the basis of and support faith in the
Triune God, whom to know . is eternal life.

The disciple of

Christ has never completely "arrived" so that he need no
longer grow also in theological kn~ledge.

Even the word

''disciple" itself means "learner" or "student" a nd t3uggests
that the Christian needs to continue to broaden inadequate
conceptions throughout his life.22

Jesus told His disciples

that they were to love God also "~ith all your mind" (Luke
10:27).

One writer in discussing this statement of our

Lord says:
Unless I do not understand Him, this means that along
with all the other things that God requires of us, Be
expects us to use the brains Be gave us! The plain
fact is that in this life and in this tough age there
are a lot of hard, tough questions that have to be
thought through. Just thinking about them is, of
course, no proof of your worth as a Christian, but it
is evidence that you are taking things seriously. And
it may also help people who put a premium on thinking

22James D. smart, '1'he teaching Ministry of the
(Philadelphia, '1'he Weatminater Preas, 1954), p. 86.
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to take Chris tianity seriously.

. . . 23

It . m:ly be s i gnif icant tha t the writer of that statement

is not a membe r of 'l'he Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod.
Missouri Synoa Luthera ns are concerned about doctrine and
growth o f 'i:.heologic al 1tn<7.Rledg e.

But they do not appear to

be as conc e r ned about i-1restling with t heologi cal problems
or inter preta t i ons of Christian ethics as do those churches

with a Calvinistic h e ritage ~24

'!'he evidence in t his study

is rathe r t h a t r:/lissouri Lutherans feel they already have the

answers to t heological questions and for spiritual healt h
need only to r eview their lcn0\'1ledge on occasion.
Furthermore, the very high percentage of laymen who
define d "l~owledge needed to be a good Christian" in terms

of Bible kna-1ledge or doctrinal formulations gives rise to
the susp icion that there is a basic misunderstanding of the
~

of Jmowledge and the kind of truth which is the essence

of Christian .faith .

At its heart Christianity is a relation-

2 3011ver Por"7ell, Household of Power: 'l'he Task and
Testing of the Church in our 'l'ime (Boston: united Church
Press, 1962), p. 20.
Living: An Introduction to the
covenant Life curriculum (Richmond, Virginia1 Board of
Christian Education, Preabyterian Church in the United
Sta~ea, 1962), p. 60.

242ducation for

Covenant
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ship be~ween God and man, and growth i n Chri stian faith and
life is 9rcwtl1 in this relatio11ship (John 17:3).

is only a means to this end.

Doctrine

So is Biblical knowledge.

To

equate an inc~ease of Biblical knowledge with being a better
Christia11 resembles the Gnostlc heresy in its equation of

salvation with sp~cial knowledge.25
At.

leas-t one -~usaouri synod scholar has demonstrated

that. in the Sc:r.iptural view "truth" itself is vastly more

than the common understanding of the term in Western thought:
The concept of truth in the o_d Testament is thus
quite different than the concept of truth as it is
usually understood in our Western world. Stating
briefly once more what we. have learned from the texts
of the Old Testament and from the secondary sources
under consideration, we affirm that ·t ruth in the Old
Testament is not so much rational as pedagogic: not so
much cognitive as ontological. Truth is not only that
which is disclosed, but also that which has stability:
not merely that which can be deduced, but rather that
on which one rnay depend. Truth is not so much the
result of contemplation as it is a stimulant to conduct7
it lays claim not ao much to precision and accuracy as
to unfailing trustworthiness.26

The present study suggests that there is widespread
misunderstanding of this concept of truth in Missouri Synod

25Ernsberger, 92. ~ - , pp. 114-15.
26Alfred von Rohr Sauer, "The Concept of Truth in the
Old 'l'estament, 11 p. 16 (Unpublished paper).
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circles ..

'1'h :tn'icing of truth 111 t erms of "precision and

acc:uracy

11

r athe.'t' than il'l the d ynamic: way described above

may act ual l y discourage Bible study.

Having had a thorough

training in c h i ldhood i n paroc h i al s chool , S11nda y school,

and confir mat i on classes, people can fee l t hat they have
been a dequat ely "indoctri nated wiUt t lle truth."..

Since they

do not need to b e convinced that what i s r epor ted in the
Bibl e a c t ual ly t ook place t tl1ey fee l no need for further
study.

FurthGrmore: ·they hav e little desire for a more

precise unde rst.an,1ing of doctrine.

Also, l:>ecause t hey once

received a thor ough indoctrination and are e..~pected to have
mastere d ~he fundamentals, they may be afraid ·of being
embarrassed should t hey be called upon to restate some tenet
of their faith and be unable to do so accurately.

The study

indicnted that a number of attenders and pastors believe
many non-attenders entertain this fear.27
The mature and Purpose of Group Bible Study
The doctrine of the universal priesthood of believers

has always been a cardinal one in Lutheran theology, but in
practice the Lutheran Church has tended to rely heavily on

27Supra, p. 33.
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the pastor for initiating and carrying out the spiritual
edification of its members.

li'hereas Calvinism placed much

stress on the lay elder, Lutheranism, with its emphasis on
das Predigtamto tended to make the Word and absolution
spoken by the pastor the chief means of spiritual edification.
The liturgical revival, while accenting lay participation
in worship, has often elevated the dignity of the officiant
and wealtened the responsibility of the worshiper. 28

The

tragedy of ~his is well stated by Dr. Richard Caermnerer in
this wayi:
The chief obstacle for the exercise of the ministry of
the Word by every Christian toward his brother has been
one of omission rather than commission. It has been
the simple neglect of the horizontal dimension in the
body of Christ. Most denominations are stressing the
rehabilitation of family life, and with it the restoration of household worship. Curiously the stress on
1nutual sharing of the Word of God, as well as common
reaching up in adoration to God remains weak. Likewise
in the attempt to revive intelligent and conscious
participation in group and liturgical worship, the
horizontal values of ministry from worshiper to worshiper,
so richly affirmed in the New Testament, . receive meager
anticipation. The years of material prosperi·cy have
enlarged the Church's activities in fund raising, plant
construction, public relations, and evangelism. Lay
participation in all of these had been stimulated well.
Yet the privilege and duty of each Christian to speak

28aichard

a. caemmerer, "The Ministry
D@ology in the Life of the Church, edited

of the Word,"
by Robert w.
Bertram (Philadelphia: Fortress Presa, c. 1963), pp. 220-21.
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the saving Word to his brother first, for the sake of
his upbuilding in faith, has often been left
untouched.29
What Dr. Caemmerer says of liturgical worship in the

church service applies equally well to group Bible study.
'l'he survey reported above shows that a high percentage of
attenders and teachers consider "participation" by members
highly desirable in group Bible study, but few regard Bible
class as an opportunity for building up fellow members of
tl~e Body of Christ.

Perhaps this again is related .to the

widesprea d feeling .t hat the main purpt-..r;e o f Bible class is

to gain more knowledge of the Bib le and doctrine.

Because

the pastor i s professionally trained, or because the Bible
class teacher has a "Teacher's Manual," members may feel
that they are unable to contribute to the class as significantly as the pastor or teacher can.

And because he too

often views the purpose of the class as impartation of
knowledge to his people, the pastor is in danger of failing
to "open himself to the healing, transforming power of the.
fellowship of which he is a part.•30

Indeed, there is some

evidence in this study that real ground for this fear exists.

2 9Ibid., p. 221.

30Brnsberger, al?.• sJJi.•, p. 134.
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Professor Harry Coiner regards as a sign of Christian
immatu~ity the failure to understand one's relationships in
the church as a fellowship of responsibility as well as a
fellowship of privilege.31

The Scriptures indicate that each

member of Cl1rist's body is related to every other member.

(Romans 12:5: ! _Corinthians 12:14-26).

Moreover, the failure

to exercise this responsibility and to depend on the pastor
or pre.a cher to carry it out results in serious loss to the
churchG

'l'he lay Christian who faces the same general set of

problems confronting another lay Christian may be in a much
better position to help his brother than the· pastor of the
church.
The point to be made here is that the informal setting

of the Bible class can obviously present a far more ideal
environment for genuine interpersonal relations than the
formal worship service.

However, there must be an

unthreatening atmosphere in which genuine communication

31uarry G. Coiner, "The Role of the Laity in the Church,"
t2!e'Jlrd Adult Christian Education, Nineteenth Yearbook of the
Lutheran Education Association, edited by Donald L. Deffner
(River Forest, Illinoia, The Lutheran Education Association,
1962), p. 53.
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between persons can take place. 32

There must be acceptance

of the doubter and love and trust of persons who ask
embarrassing questions.

Clemmons described people in an

ideal group of this type thus:
They will be free enough to say, "I believe; help thou
mine unbelief." They will not feel that they are under
the threat of "Believe it this way or be damned." They
will not force persons to check all their doubts outside the classroom so that when tl1ey come in they must
conform to wba·tever the strongest person has to say.
That kind of group idolatry will meet with the same
fate as Aaron's calf in a mature group where persons
are free and responsible.33
Establishing this kind of atmosphere in a group is what

Harvey, Hunt, and Schroder call "training for progression."34
In this training the teacher must "accept differences

betwee~ stude .:'··. s in a tolerant fashion, support and encourage
the students• efforts to try out new approaches, and reflect
reality to the student • • • • •35

Such training is a

of Power

32Lewis J. Sherrill, 'l'he Gift
(New York: 'l'he
Macmillan Company, 1955), p. 84. Also: Warren H. Schmidt,

"The Churchman and the Social Sciences," Toward Aduli;

Christian Education, p. 40.
33c1emmons, .22,.

·ill·,

p. 119.

340. J. Harvey, David E. Hunt, and Harold M. Schroder,
Conceptual Systems and Personality organization (Rew York;
John Wiley and Sona, . Inc., 196li, p. 343.
35rug.•
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necessary step if a closed conceptual structure is to be
opened to progression.36

Some Bible class teachers surveyed appeared to be
making an attempt to establish and maintain this kind of
atmosphere.
using an

II

However. the increasing number of churches

institute'' type of Bible class 11:;::o gram ,11th short

courses of six to twelve weelts seems to militate against
the establishment of genuine groups.

Just about the time

members get to ltnow and trust one another it is time to

change classes.

No doubt the use of the institute system

was responsible for the fact that one teacher questioned
could not give the investigator the name of even one member
of his class.

It is hard to imagine the emergence of an

"I-thou'° reiationship under such circumstances.
We have seen that a large percentage of teachers and

attenders consider participation by Bible class members to
be highly desirable.

This is true for at least two reasons.

First, as Frank points out. participation is necessary for
promoting attitude change.37

Secondly, certain studies

indicate that grea~er participation and responsibility in

3 6 ~•• pp. 335ff.

37Jerome D. Frank. Persuasion and
The Johns Hopkins Press, 1961), p. 98.
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carrying out group taskS result in greater satisfaction for
the individua1.38

It is therefore significant that those

methods which allow for opti mum student participation are
also those which were most infrequently used in the classes
surveyed.
To promote change in the learner and to satisfy him,
the., part :f.cipation must be more than super£icial .

Jahsmann

cautions t he new teacher thus:
Obvioualy not all activity is on a level of personal
involvem~:mt. It can be very superficial and impersonal.
In education much activity that baa been labled pupil
par~icip~tion (learning by doing) is more in the nature
of "busy work." Such activity in Christian education
fails t o confroi1·c the learner with an issue and a word
from God and the challenge to express his ~,n re9ponses
to God in his own way.39
Clemmons also reminds us that there are levels of
participation in a group and asserts that for a level of

participation which resul't;s in change

to

the individual.

it is neces3ary for a group to have a quality of

38sarold J. Leavitt, "Some Effects of Certain Communication Patterns on Group Performance," Readings in Social
Psychology, edited by Eleanor E. Maccoby, Theodore M. Newcomb
and Eugene L. Hartley ('lhird edition, Bew Yorks Henry Holt
and Company. 1958), pp. 546-63.
39A11an Jahsmann,
manuscript), p. 17.

•sow

You Too

can

Teach" (Unpublished
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interrelatedness.40

Studies of the 1940

u.s.

presidential

elections, for example, show that the only significant
factor in chang:i.ng vote decisions ~:;1a.s the influence of other

people . 41

~Jhen even the physical setting of the classroom

does not allO!.~ for participants in a group to face each
other (as in most of the classes surveyed), when attenders
report t.hat t here is never any ·disagreement between students
and teac her (as in 30 per cent of the classes), and when the
personnel of the classes is constantly changing, there is
serious question whether it is possible to characterize
such classes as groups in which members can influence each
other in a significant way.
The emphasis on teaching and l~ning knowledge of
factual information may also fail to take into account the
importance of emotions in teaching.

Judgments and percep-

tions are influenced by emotions. 42 Inner conflict is a

necessary part of change in personality structure,

43

40

Cla"tt'tlons, ge_. cit., p. 38.

41Elihu Katz and Paul· F. Lazarfeld, Pereonal Influence
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1955), p. 32.
42Jahsma.nn, "Bow You 'l'oo can Teach," P. 17 •
43Jahsmann, "Application of Procedural Aspects of
Psychotherapy to Christian Nurture," p. 53.
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including the "change of heart" or spir!t with which Christian
education at its deepest level must be conccrned.44 As long
as e motions are ignored Bible study is H.kely to be little
more t h.an a n i ntellectua l e1te rcise a nd for t his reason

irre levant to many church members.
Subordination of Teaching Ministry

We have noted t h e pastors' overwhelming preference for
formal worship s ervices over a Bible class.

Yet we have

also seen that they very often consider the knC\~ledge most
importa nt f or Christian life a personal k..~O\~ledge of God
and His love .

Apparently pastors do not fee! that a Bible

class can supply this type of 1uiowledge nearly as well as
the church service.

'l'he judgment of the pastors in regard to the relative
ing;>ortance of the service and Bible study is possibly more
ingrained than it is based on logical reasons.

Just as

ingrained appeared to be the reasons for many laymen attending
worship services in preference to Bible study.

Five non-

attenders said that they considered Bible class more

4 4tbid., p. 48.
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important even though they themselves did not attend.
Other studies indicate that Lutherans generally have
tended to subordinate group Bible study to participation in
worship.

After a limited survey of Lutheran pastors~

Muhlenbruch says:
Traditionally, the Lutheran Church has stressed the
Sunday morning worship service as the 0 high point" of
the week for the C!hristian. Our elaborate church
buj_ldings, our development ~f the liturgy, our emphasis
on the 11 corporate body"--all illustrate this fact.
Even today very few pastors would be willing to advise:
"If you have to make a choice between Bible class and
Sunday morning worship service, I recommend the Bible
class • 45
11

Blizzard , in a much quoted study, concluded that for
most Protestant m:J.nisters teaching was a subordinate concern.
He reported that the average minister regards the preaching
role as being of first importance, followed respectively by
the roles of pastor, priest, organizer, administrator, and
finally teacher o

He estimated that the average pastor

spends only 1/20 of his time in the role of teacher, but
about 2/3 of his working day is taken up with administrative
chores. 46

45Jack I<. Muhlenbruch, "'l'he Problem of the Sunday Church
School in Relation to Multiple Worship Services," Paper
delivered to the Lutheran Interaynodical Committee on Pariah
Education, November 14, 1962. (Mimeographed)
46·samuel W. Blizzard, "The Minister's Dilemma," fb.!.
Christian century, LXXV (April 2s, 1956), sog.
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Bruce Reinhart found further evidence that education

was distinctly secondary to other concerns in a nWilber of
Protestant churches which he surveyed on the West Coast.
He points especially to the lower status and pay of ministers
and directors of Christian education as co~ared to the
pastors, associate pastors, and ministers of music of the
churches . 47

Reinll.art traces this marginal position of

Christian adult education in the church to the marginality
of churches t 11emselves in present-day culture.

This

marginality r esults in the educational agencies' serving as
supports for the institution of their church rather than as
agencies f or promoting real spiritual gr0\'rtho 48
An indication in the present study that Dr. Reinhart's
conclusions also apply to the Missouri Synod is the
discovery that a high percentage of pastors view adult
Bible classes as agencies for indoctrinating members in the
program of the institution.

This use of church education

for organizational promotion rather than for the nurture of

47Bruce Reinhart, The Institutional

Sature of Adult

Christian Education (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,
1962), pp. 57ff.
48Ibid., passim.
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genuine Christian faith and life deserves further research
because it could be or could become a major source of
spiritual blight affecting also the church's adult Bible
study program.

COl,;fCLUSIONS AMD AVEi)'JUES FOR FURTH.BR c:•TUDY

'I'his st,~dy h.:.s :tndicated t hat a large percentage of
members of '! 'he Lut.'i1~ll:'an Churct'l--M :lsem .n :i. Synod c orun..:ler th ....

Bible class to b e p ..·irnarily an i n form~·.,;:i.,:m-dispP.ns iw;; :=.::ency~
The purv ey:::i::c o f t his i nformation is i:hG l eader of t h e Bible

class.

'l'i:.1;:

u

:l.:o.:tor.mat.im.111

i s \:C b:-:: the traditiona l view ".>f

t he Synod s- vi'h ich the teacher of the: c.~la.ss is e:~pec:teci to

def e nd.

!'as toz-s. ha:,rever, generally appear to be far . less

conce:t·ned abo{2t uniform .::ty of agreeme l1·t with traditional
views t han 1.~.ym~n.

f-1.et hods emp l oy·:lO. tn Bible r.:la:;;ses are

usually o ne - way transmis sion, in Jteeping with the under-

standing of t he purpose of Bible study .
The understanding of "ltnCT..:ledge needed to b ,'3 a 900d

Christian" differs widely among

and }.')i:1Stoi:S.

1-..or!-attenders,

attende:,:s ,

Whereas most non-at.t.enc.lers thin~, of chis

kn0\'1ledge as .a limited set of lJasic t.enets. attenders a :i:· e

more likely t o consider a much largE:r. amourtt o_:: ·c .his inf<.":'r-

mation to be necessary.

Pastors generally view t he matter

in this latter way or consider the ,,nowledge needed i~

terms of personal need of information.
The most significant factor influencing participation
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of Missouri Synod Lutheran adults in Bible classes appears
to be the presence of another member of the family in the
Bible class or o·t ller department. of the Sunaay school.

Pew

look upon ~he adult Bible class as an opportunity to fulfill
their responsibility for nurturing fellow member3 of the
Body of Christ and personal growth in sanctification.

This

is probably related to the view that the main purpose of
the Bible class is to increase factual knowledge.
'l'he attitudes toward education evidenced in this study
suggest that while Missouri Synod Lutherans strongly support
Christj..an education, they think of it almost exclusively in
terms of additional 1tnCMledge.

Those who d .o not attend

Bible class generally feel they have all the knowledge of

this type that they need for fruitful Christian living.
Like a bucket which has been filled with water and needs
only to have a small amount of water added from time to time
to compensate for evaporation, so the average Missouri Synod
Lutheran who does not attend Bible claas believes that the
replenishment of doctrinal knowledge in tbe church service
is sufficient to. keep him in good spiritual shape.

Those

who do attend Bible class, on the other band, moat often
feel that they "can never 'know enough,• and thia ia
another reason why they participate in Bible study.
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Thus there are indications that many Missouri Synod

)

..

:i

Lutherans misunderst~.nd the nature of knowledge and truth
and spiritual gr.owth.

This misunderstanding most likely

has its roots in the traditional patterns of Christian
education which have prevailed in the Missouri Synodo

This

misunderstanding of spirit.ual life and growth, combined with

a failure to take seriou sly the doctrine of the priesthood
of all believers, has r e sulted in an inadequate view of
what a Bible class can be and do when the proper point of
view, atmospher e , and stimulation are provided.
We have already i ndicated in the previ ous chapter that
the whole problem of the church becoming institutionalized
also in its program of education needs to be studied in

greater detail.

Bruce Reinhart's book on 'l'he Institutional

Nature of Adult Christian Education gives cause for alarm if
what he says is also true of 'l'he Lutheran Church--Missouri
Synoda

The finding that there is a strong relationship between

one's Bible class attendance and habits of other family
members indicates that a study of the effect of parental
attitudes and practices on children, children on parents,
husband on wife, etc. , might be significant also in regard
to this question of Bible study habits.
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Also worthy of further study is the nature of the
education Missouri Synod Lutherans receive in childhood and
its relationship to later concepts of spiritual growth.
Both of thGse points were among the 17 factors listed in Dr.
Feucht's analysiso 1

Other considerations which this present

study indicates may limit participation in Bible class are
(1) the confirmation complex: (2) inadequate Bible class

aims (knowledge only), (3) theological traditions of the
Missouri Synod, (4) J.imi tation of the concept of the priesthood of all believers, and (5) the persisting notion that
Christian educ ation is mainly for children.

Thi s s tudy was llmited to members of The Lutheran
Church--Missouri Synod.

It might ba of value to compare

the find i ngs of this study with a similar study of members
of churches which generally have a greater participation in
group Bibl.e study, such as ~e Southern Baptist Convention.
In conclusion further study might be given to the hypothesis t.hat the legitimate concern for purity of doctrine may
be responsible for an authoritarian attitude and a rather

static concept of Christian truth i~ the approach of many
Missouri Synod Lutherans to group Bible study.

As

long as

Lutherans view the Bible class as a place to be indoctrinated
1 Supra, P• 12.
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into this kind of truth, it will be hard to interest them
in group Bible study.
on external pressu:res

Participation will depend largely
0

such as those exerted by institutional

propaganda or the need fo:t' a p:t.ace to sp~nd time while

childr.en are attending another Sunday school class.

To

flourish, group Bible study needs to be given the status it
deserves as a medium for Christian growth.

When designed

to provide 9enuine interaction bet.ween fellow Christians,
it can be a church's greatest source of vitalityo

APPENDIX

'!"he Instrument Used by the Researcher
Code No. _ __
Occupation _ _ _ _ __
Occupation of
Breadwinner _ _ _ ___

----Sex
------------------------------------------------------------Pastor
Professional church teacher

Layman _ __

A*l.

What started you coming to your present Bible class?

A 2o

How regularly have you attended Bible class in the
last three months?

A 3.

suppose you had a personal problem such ass When I'm
with people who use bad language, I find myself
slipping now and then and using bad language, too.
How would you feel about mentioning t..~is problem in
your class?
~~10uld never mention it
~probably wouldn't because I would fee! uneasy about
mentioning it
_probably "Would, but would £eel some uneasiness at
doing so
_'«>uld want to get help from members of my class and
would therefore ask
~there is no opportunity for auch problem sharing in
my class
_other

~Codes

A=Questions addressed
T=Questions addressed
H=QUestions addressed
not attending Bible
P=Questions addressed

to Bible class attenders.
to Bible class teachers.

to adult church members
class.
to pastors.
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A 4.

Do people in your class ever disagree with your teachers?

A 5.

Suppose you began believing something that you knew
was contrary to the teachings of our church, would you
mention this?

A 60

If you could ask for any change in the program of your

Bible class, what would you suggest?
TA 7o

Your Bible class session lasts about how long?
minutes

--TA 80

In this class session what would you estimate to be
the approximate percentages of the time spent in
1. Lecture
2. Discussion ,·1ith m:>st of the conversation taking
place between teacher and individual class
members.
3. Discussion with most of conversation taking
place between class members.
4. Other: (Reading, movies, reports, ·questionnaires, etc.)

TA 9.

What materials do you use in the class most of the
time?
1. The Bible only.
2~ The Bible and a published guide.
3. The Bible and a locally produced outline.
4. Other material, not necessarily the study of
the Bible itself. What?

TA 10. How well do you feel about the room in which your
Bible class meets? (size, comfort, etc.)
TA 11. How would you describe a good Bible class student?
TA 12a How would you describe a good Bible class teacher?
T.

13. What have you studied in the last year?

T

14. What is the seating arrangement like in your Bible
class?
•

. (1)•

• •
• •

•
•
T

(3)
• •

(2)
• •
• •

• •

•

• ••

,·
•

•

•

T

•
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T

15. The seats you use are of what kind?
1. church pews
2. school seats
3. chairs

'l'

16. What is the approximate attendance of your Bible class?

'1'

17. Do you have a class membership list?

T

1 8 . Do yo·u take att e ndance?

T

19. Do you follow up absentees with follow-up letters,
calls, visits?

T

20. How long has your class been in existence?

'1'

2lo Is the class made up 11¥:)Stly of any type of group?
_
all ages
all man?
_
yo u !':' adu lts
al 1 iromen?
_
mos ~.. ~y middle age adults
mixed?
(25-55)

_

Golden age (56 +)

T

22. Do you ever encourage disagreement in your class or
de you think i t unwise to do so?

N

23. Di d you ever attend a Bible class?
(If yes) Why did you stop?

AN 24. How many are there in your family?
AN 25. Other family members attending Sunday school?_ _ __
Number?
AN 26. Others in family working in sunday school?
AN 27. Others attending Bible class?
AN 28. Were you confirmed as a child or as an adult?

AN 29. (If as adult): How many years ago?
AN 30. In what period of your life would you say you grew
most spiritually?
Why do you say this?

l,,,,
'1

I

l
'i-
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i
,/)

r·

AN

31. Do you have family devotions in your home?
l. Everyday or almost
2. Most of the time
_
3 .. Often, but leas than half of time
4o Once in a while
So Never

Abl

32 o How \'iOUld you compare the importance of worship
services to group Bible study?
vJhy?

AN

33. How much formal education have you had?

AN

34 .. Did you attend Lutheran Day School?_ High School.l.....

How many years of Sunday school?_
AN

35. About how many Sundays a year · do you a ttend c.tmrch
services?

AN

36. Of what church organizations are you a member?

AN

370 Of what community organizations?

_service clubs: Rotary, Lio~s, Jr. Chamber, Btc.
_Youth organizations: Y.M.c.A., Y.w.c.A., Scouts,
4-H
_community groups: school board, planning commission
_school groupsa PTA, homeroom mothers, etc.
____Political groups or party work
~Social groups: clubs, grange, etc.
_service groups, fire company, hospital auxiliary,
etc.
_community welfare drive: United Pund, polio
foundation, family service bureau, etc.
PTA 38. Let's imagine that you are teaching a Bible class.
A question comes up for discussion which is not
answered by. the Bible in just so many words. If
the group did not arrive at the answer which you
have been taught to be correct, would you straighten
them out?
P

39. What do you consider to be the main purpose of Bible
class?
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P

400 If a regular member of your church were able or
willing to come to only one session on a Sunday
morning, which experience would you rather see him
have--a worship service without communion or a Bible
class?
\'Jhy?

P

41~ t'Jhat do you expect your Bible class to accomplish?
What is its chief value to you in your work?

A

12.2 " 'Why do you attend Bibla class?

N

~3o Why don't you attend a Bible class?

AP

44. t'Jhy do you think so many others do not attend Bible

class in your church?
NP

45. W'.ay do you think those who attend do so?

P.

46. How important do you consider your adult Bible
classes to be for your members?
Why?
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